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Welcome
This is Agia Marina – a truly unique piece of business estate in the heart of the Aegean on the
beautiful island of Symi - an island said to have more repeat visitors than any other in Greece.
Agia Marina, named after the small church on the picturesque island opposite the beach, represents
an unrivalled investment opportunity to own a fully-equipped beach, bar and restaurant business in
an enchanting, exclusive location with wide appeal.
So, welcome to Agia Marina, the most beautiful office in the world.

Location
The images say it all. With its crystal-clear water and natural sand, Agia Marina lies in one of Symi’s
hidden bays, at a point where East meets West. Just an hour by ferry to Rhodes and 30 minutes to
Turkey, looking out from the beach with its magnificent panorama to Asia Minor, it’s easy to see
why this is one of Greece’s hidden gems.
Access to the beach is by boat or by foot only, meaning the only traffic you’ll ever hear or see are
the taxi boats and pleasure yachts that visit daily throughout the summer bringing Agia Marina’s
loyal following.
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Buyers Information
Everything you need to run the business is already on-site, from the covered beach restaurant
with fully equipped kitchen to the self-contained bar set in a pristine lawn. There are several large
sunbed areas, as well as a speedboat and transporter for ferrying supplies back from Yialos harbour,
a 20-minute boat journey away. It even comes with its own storage facility (with electricity) in
nearby Pedi bay.
But what makes this business opportunity so special is the land that surrounds it. Two areas of land
that can be divided into as many 4 building plots - nearly 25,000 square metres of land in all.
AREA 1 (Back of beach): 15659m2 Total.
Divisable into 3 plots. Plot 1, 7392m2, Plot 2 4241m2, Plot 3 4026m2. Opportunity to build
200m2 house on each plot.
AREA 2: (left of beach) 9278m2 Total.

Contact us
We hope we’ve stimulated your sense of adventure. The next step is to contact us about how you
can make this dream business venture a reality.
EMAIL: cristalecadre@gmail.com
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As well as business facilities
there are two areas of land
SESKLIA ISLANDS

Image Gallery

More photos are available at: www.greekislandinvestment.com

